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Abstract—Quality is continually a vital prerequisite while consider any product. consequently, drugs must be manufactured to the very best exceptional levels. Validation is part of the exceptional warranty application and is fundamental to an efficient production operation for constructing first-class into the goods. Validation of the individual steps of the strategies is called the process validation. method validation entails the collection and evaluation of records, from the procedure design degree during manufacturing, that set up medical proof that a process is capable of continually turning in a high-quality drug substance. The purpose of the validation is to make certain that quality is constructed into the system at every step, and not just examined for at the stop. It includes the collection and assessment of facts, from the method design degree at some point of production, that set up scientific evidence that a procedure is able to always handing over a pleasant drug substance. method validation is an essential part of excellent guarantee as consistent with cGMP. Validation and great assurance will go hand in hand, ensuring the thorough quality for the products. as a result, an emphasis made on to study that offers a detailed, evaluate of validation. according to GMP, validation research are required to be completed as according to predefined protocols. unique dosage paperwork have distinctive validation protocols. The
purpose of this work is to present an creation and well known review on manner validation of pharmaceutical production system with unique reference to the requirements stipulated by the USA food and Drug management (FDA) of Solids (tablets and drugs), beverages and semisolids.
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**Introduction**

The powder must be mixed for uniformity and transformed into the dosage shape both through compression or encapsulation. Pharmaceutical technique Validation is the maximum important and recognized parameters of CGMPs.[1] The requirement of technique validation appears of the fine machine (QS) regulation. this is an vital idea, since it serves to guide the underlying definition of validation, that's a systematic method to identifying, measuring, evaluating, documenting, and re-evaluating a chain of crucial steps inside the manufacturing method that require manipulate to make certain a reproducible very last product. Three USFDA defined procedure validation as “setting up documented evidence which presents excessive degree of assurance that a particular method will continually produce a product meeting its predetermined specifications and great traits.” five solid dosage bureaucracy consist of tablets and capsules. standard requirements encompass weighing, blending, mixing/granulation regions, compression/encapsulation regions, and coating areas. The manner validation is standardization of the validation files that have to be submitted with the submission report for advertising authorization.[2]

The process validation is intended to help producers in expertise quality management system (QMS) necessities regarding procedure validation and has preferred applicability to manufacturing method three. The aim of a first-class machine is to consistently produce products which might be in shape for his or her intended use. A polymer coating is often carried out to make the tablet smoother and less complicated to swallow, to control the release rate of the energetic factor, to make it more proof against the environment (extending its shelf lifestyles), or to decorate the tablet’s appearance.[7] The concept of validation became first proposed with the aid of two meals and Drug administration officers, Ted Byers and Bud Loftus, in the mid 1970’s in order to enhance the great of prescribed drugs. on the sensible inspectional requirement, as opposed to on a theoretical approach that doesn’t mirror the practicalities (and issues) encountered when validating real manufacturing operations. A tablet is a pharmaceutical dosage form. The excipients can encompass binders, glidants (flow aids) and lubricants to ensure efficient tabletting; disintegrants to sell pill break-up within the digestive tract; sweeteners or flavors to decorate taste; and pigments to make the drugs visually attractive. To make sure product pleasant, several capabilities are required, like chemical and bodily balance, suitable maintenance in opposition to microbial infection if suitable, uniformity of dose of drug, acceptability to users together with prescriber and affected person, as well as suitable packing, labelling, and validation.[1]
Procedure validation establishes the power and constraints within the manufacturing system controls in the attainment of acceptable attributes inside the drug product even as stopping unwanted residences. The major objective of dosage form design is to gain a predictable therapeutic response to a drug included in a system that’s able to big scale manufacture with reproducible product nice. the manufacturing of solid dosage paperwork entails full-size powder handling. It comprises a combination of energetic substances and excipients, normally in powder form, pressed or compacted right into a stable.

**Process Validation**

Method validation offers the ability and constraints inside the manufacturing manner controls in the success of suitable traits within the drug product at the same time as stopping unwanted attributes [4]. USFDA defined system validation as “setting up documented proof which provides excessive diploma of assurance that a particular system will constantly produce a product assembly its predetermined specifications and excellent characteristics.”
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**EU Commission** - 1991 - Validation - “Act of proving, according of GMPs that Any” system certainly ends in expected outcomes.

**EU Commission** - 2000 - Validation - “Documented proof that the method, operated inside mounted parameters, can perform efficiently and reproducibly to produce a medicinal product meeting its predetermined specs and pleasant attributes”.

**WHO** hints outline validation as Validation is documented act of proving that any manner, method, gadget, fabric, hobby or machine definitely leads to the predicted effects. Validation act of proving, in accordance of GMPs that any process really leads to predicted consequences. Documented proof that the technique, operated with in mounted parameters, can perform successfully reproducibly to provide a medicinal product meeting its predetermined specs and first-class attribute.
Types of validation

Analytical Validation

Analytical validation is the evaluation of product excellent attributes through testing, to illustrate reliability is being maintained at some point of the product lifestyles cycle and that the precision, accuracy, specificity, LOD, linearity, selectivity, energy, purity and specification has not been compromised. The analytical method gives the element steps vital to carry out an evaluation. this will encompass: preparation of samples, standards and reagents, use of apparatus and use of formulation for the calculation and plenty of greater.

Equipment Validation

Validation of equipment’s is known as qualification. System validation is split into set up Qualification (IQ), Operational Qualification (OQ), and performance Qualification (PQ). An IQ documents specify static attributes of a facility or item to show that the installation of the unit has been correctly performed and the setup specs of the manufacturer were met. After set up it should be ensured that the equipment can supply running stages as specified in the acquisition order. this is known as OQ. The PQ is worried with proving the method being executed through the system because it is supposed to do.

Process Validation

Process validation is “A documented procedure which offers a high diploma of guarantee that a particular technique will always produce a product meeting its predetermined specification and first-class attributes”. Process validation is divided into different types as follows:-

- **Prospective Validation**: In potential method validation, the experimental plan referred to as validation protocol (following completion of the qualification trials) is ready before the method is used for commercial use. so as to produce assist facts for validation there may be requirement of some diploma of prospective experimentation.
- **Retrospective validation**: whilst validation is based at the ancient facts taken from the records of the completed manufacturing batches and used as a documented proof for stating that the technique has been in a nation of manipulate comes beneath retrospective method validation.
- **Concurrent validation**: The concurrent process validation establishes documented proof that the manner is in a kingdom of manipulate for the duration of the actual execution of the manner. The in-manner checking out and/or tracking of crucial operations at some stage in the manufacture of every manufacturing batch is completed for concurrent process validation.
- **Revalidation**: Re-validation is usually carried out to the affirmation of preliminary validation for a Periodic review. Re-validation gives the evidence that adjustments in a system and /the method environment which can be introduced do now not adversely have an effect on method traits and product first-rate.
Process/ Product Validation

System Validation is establishing documented proof which presents a high diploma of guarantee that a specific system will continually produce a product meeting its predetermined specifications and exceptional attributes.

Phases in Process Validation

- **Segment 1:** This is the Pre-validation Qualification segment which covers all activities relating to product studies and improvement, method pilot batch research, scale-up studies, transfer of generation to business scale batches, organising balance situations and storage, and managing of in-method and completed dosage bureaucracy, equipment qualification, installation qualification master manufacturing record, operational qualification and manner potential.
- **Segment 2:** That is the system validation section. It's far designed to verify that every one established limits of the crucial manner parameter are legitimate and that first-class.
- **Segment 3:** Known as the validation upkeep segment, it requires common evaluation of all technique associated files, together with validation of audit reports, to guarantee that there had been no adjustments, deviations failures and adjustments to the production manner and that every one SOPs, which includes trade manage methods, had been followed and all lots or batches produced will meet their supposed specs.
Industrial Process Evaluation and Selection for Dosages form:

**Process validation of Tablets**

A pill is a most recognized solid pharmaceutical dosages shape and contains a mixture of lively materials and suitable excipients. Binders, glidants, lubricants and many others are some the popularly used excipients inside the tablets. The excipients are used for unique functions within the tabletting; like disintegrants used to enhance the breakdown, glidants used to growth the glide of the powder, flavouring sellers to impart specific flavours within the tablets. The understanding of stepwise production method of any dosages shape is a need to for validating any technique. It facilitates in determining the important regions which need special consideration in phrases of causing problems at some stage in the process.

**Mixing Or Blending**

Blending is one of the most essential step and used at diverse levels at some stage in manufacturing of tablets. materials with like bodily homes can effortlessly shape a uniform mix or blend and now not segregate as soon as materials with massive variations.

**Parameters to consider**

- Blending Or mixing technique: The strategies like Diffusion (tumble), convection (planetary or excessive intensity), or pneumatic (fluid bed) are used to combine or blend substances. the selection of approach relies upon on whether or not the drug and excipients are combined for a right away compression formula or for including the lubricant (e.g., magnesium stearate) to the granulation.
- **Blending or mixing pace:** blending the drug and excipient calls for extra extreme mixing than adding the lubricant to the very last blend.
- **Blending or mixing time:** the mixing or mixing time of the product may be dependent on the mixing or mixing approach and pace.
- **Drug uniformity:** The test for content uniformity is typically accomplished to estimate the uniformity of drug at some stage in the combination or combo.
- **Excipient uniformity:** except drug uniformity, excipients uniformity is also vital in the granulation or combo. key excipients are:
- **Lubricant:** choppy distribution of the lubricant can result in selecting and sticky troubles for the duration of compression. it may additionally cause pill overall performance troubles (low dissolution because of excessive lubricant in a few capsules).
- **Shade:** The colorant(s) need(s) to be calmly dispensed within the combination in order that the pills have a uniform appearance (e.g., coloration, hue, and depth).
- **Gadget capacity/load:** the majority density of materials or granules will affect the ability of the system. Undercharging or overcharging a blender can result in poor drug or pill lubricant distribution.

**Wet Granulation**

Wet granulation parameters to be considered throughout improvement and validation are:

- **Binder Addition:** adding the binder dry avoids the need to determine the most advantageous binder awareness and a separate manufacture for the binder solution.
- **Binder attention:** The top-rated binder awareness will want to be decided for the formulation. If the binder is to be sprayed, the binder solution desires to be dilute sufficient in order that it could be pumped via the spray nozzle. It have to also be sufficiently concentrated to shape granules without over wetting the substances.
- **quantity of Binder solution/Granulating Solvent:** an excessive amount of binder or solvent solution will over moist the materials and extend the drying time. the quantity of binder answer is associated with the binder attention.
- **d) Binder solution/Granulating Solvent Addition charge:** The fee or charge range at which the binder answer or granulating solvent may be added to the substances should be described nicely.
- **Mixing Time:** Granulations that are not blended lengthy enough can shape incomplete or susceptible granules. these granules may additionally have terrible glide and compression residences. on the other hand, over blending the granulation can result in tougher granules and a decrease dissolution price.
Wet Milling

Every now and then moist milling of granules is needed earlier than subjecting it for drying to successfully dry them. Elements to don't forget are:

- **Gadget size and capacity:** The mill need to be massive sufficient to de lump the complete batch within a reasonable time period to reduce manufacturing time and prevent the cloth from drying for the duration of this operation.
- **Screen size:** The screen desires to be small sufficient to de lump the material, however not too small to purpose immoderate heating of the mill, resulting in drying of the granulation.
- **Mill pace:** the speed ought to be sufficient to successfully de lump the cloth with out straining the gadget.
- **Feed fee:** The feed price of the wet granulation is interrelated to display length and mill size and pace.

Drying

The sort of drying approach (e.g., tray, fluid bed, and microwave) required for the components desires to be determined and justified. The sort of approach can be depending on such factors as drug or formula properties and device availability. Converting dryer techniques ought to have an effect on such pill houses as hardness, disintegration, dissolution, and balance. The choicest moisture content material of the dried granulation needs to be decided.

- High moisture content can result in -
  - Pill picking or sticking to pill punch surfaces.
  - Bad chemical balance as a result of hydrolysis.
- An over dried granulation may want to result in negative hardness and friability.

**Parameters to consider are**

- **Inlet/Outlet Temperature** The inlet temperature is the temperature of the incoming air to the dryer, at the same time as the opening temperature is the temperature leaving the unit. The inlet temperature is vital to the drying efficiency of the granulation and ought to be set excessive sufficient to maximize drying without affecting the chemical/bodily stability of the granulation. The outlet temperature is an indicator of the granulation temperature and could increase closer to the inlet temperature as the moisture content material of the granulation decreases (evaporisation charge).
- **Airflow:** There have to be enough airflow to make certain removal of moisture laden air from the moist granulation. insufficient air float could prolong drying and affect the chemical balance of the drug.
- **Moisture Uniformity:** The moisture content material could vary in the granulation
- **system functionality/ability:** the load that can be efficiently dried in the unit wishes to be recognized.

**Dry Milling**

The milling operation will lessen the particle size of the dried granulation. the ensuing particle length distribution will have an effect on such fabric houses as waft, compressibility, disintegration, and dissolution. An ultimate particle size/length distribution for the formulation will want to be decided. factors to remember in dry milling are same as that of moist milling.

**Lubrication**

Lubricants are introduced as a way to eliminate the trouble of sticking and choosing inside the drugs.

- choice of Lubricant: Grade of the lubricant used and compatibility with other components must be studied thoroughly and then the perfect one have to be selected.
- quantity of Lubricant brought: How tons lubricant is required? an excessive amount of lubricant will shape hydrophobic layer on the pill resulting in dissolution issues.
- mixing Time: The foremost blending time ought to be decided on proper trial of batches due to the fact if not blended lengthy enough shape problems like chipping, capping, and so forth.

**Tablet Compression**

Compression is a essential step in the production of a tablet dosage shape. As for the compressibility homes of the components, it need to be tested on an instrumented tablet press. factors to take into account all through compression are as follows:

- Tooling: The shape, size, and concavity of the tooling have to be tested based at the components residences and industrial specifications.
- Compression pace: The components should be compressed at a wide variety of compression speeds to determine the running range of the compressor.
- Compression/ejection pressure: The compression profile for the pill components will need to be decided to establish the foremost compression pressure to acquire the favored pill hardness.

The subsequent in-technique exams should be examined during the compression degree:

- appearance
- Hardness
- tablet weight
- Friability
- Disintegration
• Weight uniformity
• pill Coating

**Pill coating can arise by means of one-of-a-kind strategies (e.g., sugar, movie, or compression).**

Film coating has been the maximum common approach over recent years and could be the focal point of this phase. Key areas to do not forget for pill coating encompass the following:

• **Pill homes:** tablet properties such as hardness, form, and intagilation (if required) are critical to acquire a great film-lined tablet. The tablet desires to be hard enough to resist the coating method
• **equipment type:** The kind of coater will need to be selected. traditional or perforated pan and fluid bed coaters are capacity alternatives.
• **Coater Load:** Having too huge a pan load may want to motive attrition of the tablets because of the general pill weight in the coater. inside the case of a fluid bed coater, there may not be enough airflow to fluidize the tablets.
• **Pan pace:** this will be interrelated to different coating
• parameters, which includes inlet temperature, spray charge, and waft charge.
• **Spray guns:** The number and types of guns have to be determined in an effort to successfully coat the drugs.
• **application/Spray fee:** The optimum application/spray charge must be decided. Spraying too rapid will cause the capsules to turn out to be over wet, resulting in clumping of drugs and possible dissolution of the tablet surface. Spraying too slowly will purpose the coating materials to dry previous to adhesion to the drugs. this may result in a tough pill floor and negative coating performance.
• **pill flow:** The flow or motion of the tablets within the coater need to be tested to make certain right float. The addition of baffles may be required to provide ok motion of capsules for pill coating.
• **Inlet/Outlet Temperature and Airflow:** these parameters are interrelated and must be set to make sure that the atomized coating answer reaches the tablet surface and then is fast dried.
• **Coating answer:** The concentration and viscosity of the coating answer will want to be determined. the answer will need to be sufficiently diluted as a way to spray the cloth on the capsules.
• **Coating Weight:** A minimum and most coating weight need to be mounted for the tablet.
**Summary table including steps, control variable and vital parameters to be checked in manufacturing of capsules**

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sr. no.</th>
<th>Steps</th>
<th>Control Variable</th>
<th>Critical Parameters to be checked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Dry mixing</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Impeller speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mixing time and speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Binder preparation and addition</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Temperature, solvent used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mode and time of addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Kneading</td>
<td>Time Impeller speed &amp; chopper speed</td>
<td>Mixing time and speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Drying</td>
<td>Inlet/outlet temperature &amp; time</td>
<td>Inlet/outlet temperature &amp; Drying time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Lubrication</td>
<td>Time Blender/ granulator Speed</td>
<td>Mixing time and speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Compression</td>
<td>Pressure and turret Speed</td>
<td>Machine speed and compression pressure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process validation of capsules**

Tablets are the strong dosage shape wherein the drug or the combination of drug are enclosed in difficult Gelatine tablet Shells, in soft, soluble shells of gelatine, or in difficult or soft shells of any other appropriate material, of various form and capacities. They normally include a single dose of lively substances and are meant for oral administration. They are basically of two sorts:

- **Hard gelatin capsules**: It is a stable dosage form wherein medications are encapsulated in a two component empty hard gelatin tablet shell. The upper and small component is known as ‘CAP’ and the final huge element is referred to as ‘frame’. There are 8 exclusive sizes of capsule shell (000,00,0,1,2,3,4,5) with distinct fill extent. Generally 0 and 2 sized shells are widely used. The shell of tough gelatin capsules essentially includes gelatin, plasticizers and water. modern-day day shells might also, further, include preservatives, shades, pacifying dealers, flavours, sugars, acids, enteric substances and so forth.

- **Gentle Gelatin tablets**: A soft gel (or a gentle gelatin capsule) is a solid capsule (outer shell) surrounding a liquid or semi-solid centre (inner fill). An active aspect may be incorporated into the outer shell, the inner fill, or each. They procedure of producing of difficult gelatine capsules is same as that of drugs, the handiest distinction is that as an alternative of compressing the granules they are stuffed inside the tablet shell. So, the validation method is likewise the same.

In encapsulation process following additional parameters want to be tested:

- **capsule Shell Contents**-
  - set up the compatibility of the tablet shell and the tablet contents.
• determine the hygroscopic nature of the pill system for instance: A hygroscopic method (API /excipients) can pull water from the capsule shell, that could have an effect on the API balance.

• **Encapsulation speed:** The components should be encapsulated at a wide variety of speeds to decide the running variety of the encapsulation.

• **Encapsulation:** Encapsulation is a important step within the production of drugs, just like the compression for tablet dosage bureaucracy, The substances to be encapsulated will need to have precise glide residences and a consistent density.

**Process Validation of Liquids**

They are liquid guidance in which the medication is dissolved, suspended or disperse in a appropriate automobile and usually numerous doses are contained in the bottle. kinds of Oral beverages

- Syrups
- answers
- Suspension
- Eye drops
- Nasal drops etc

Validation includes in particular Following exams

- Particle size and length distribution
- Particle form or morphology
- Microbial matter
- Rheology of solvent or car
- PH of the solvent or vehicle

Tracking outputs some outputs to be monitored are as under:

- appearance
- pH
- Viscosity
- specific gravity
- Microbial rely
- content uniformity
- Dissolution trying out

- Look of the final product indicates the signs and symptoms of instability and degradation. For eg. settling of solid particles in case of suspension and turbidity in case of emulsion.

- Time for mixing or agitation and temperature of manner can affect the arrival substantially.

- PH of aqueous oral formulations should be taken at a given temperature and most effective after equilibrium has been reached as a way to decrease the PH flow.
• Viscosity affects the settling rate of suspended debris in suspension and coalescence of globules of inner section in emulsions and also in case of oral solutions it affects the general look of the very last product so it has to be measured and validated nicely.

**Unique gravity**

A lower in particular gravity of the product like suspensions shows the presence of air in the shape of the formulation.

• Microbial count number for the final product is crucial to validate because by appearing microbial be counted we will select the preservative for the very last product storage. There are specifications for every liquid oral product for the bio burden content.

• Content uniformity affects the dose uniformity in case of multi dose formulations and also impacts the homogeneity of the drug inside solvent gadget.

**Summary table for validation of liquid dosages form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Process variables</th>
<th>Properties affected by variables</th>
<th>Monitoring output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mixing of liquid</td>
<td>Kettle &amp; Tank fitted with agitator</td>
<td>Capacity of unit, Shape &amp; position of agitation system, Order of addition, Rate of addition, Fill volume, Mixing speed of agitator, Temperature of liquid, Mixing time.</td>
<td>Appearance of liquid, Viscosity of liquid.</td>
<td>Potency, Appearance, pH, Viscosity, Specific gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing &amp; blending of solids</td>
<td>Blade mixers &amp; tumblers.</td>
<td>Capacity of unit, Mixing speed of unit, Shape of unit, position of mixing element within unit, Product load.</td>
<td>Particle size of solids, Blending uniformity.</td>
<td>Potency, Particle size analysis, Content uniformity of active component.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process validation of semisolid dosages form (ointment/ cream)**

They may be specifically supposed for outside utility eg. cream, jelly, pastes and so forth. The consistency of semisolids lies between the solid and liquid and as a consequence the preparation is a task for manufacturers. Important Parameters to be verified

**Process Temperature**

it’s miles important to system at proper temperature for a hit manufacturing, too much heating at some stage in processing can result in chemical degradation and inadequate heat can lead to batch disasters, and excess cooling can bring about the precipitation of solubilized substances.
Heating and Cooling rates

The successful consistency of ointments, for instance, depends on proper charges of heating and cooling.

- Heating too slowly can bring about poor yields from evaporative loss.
- Heating too unexpectedly can also burn areas of the batch in contact with the heating surface, which raises the capacity for burnt fabric within the batch.
- Fast cooling can bring about precipitation/crystallization or expanded viscosity.

Blending methods and Speeds

It's far important to decide the specified quantity of shear and the premier blending strategies and speeds. Emulsification generally requires high shear or homogenization to gain the most beneficial droplet size and dispersion, whilst the combination of a gel may require low shear so that it will preserve positive physical traits, along with viscosity. Proper blending speeds should be acquired for every phase at every batch scale. Greatest hydration depends on the amount of shear imparted to start with disperse the polymer into the medium. If the system entails only very low shear mixing, a polymer may additionally in no way be completely dispersed and hydrated, which can also result in an out-of specification viscosity. Equipment, inclusive of a recirculation loop, can also be used to correct uniformity without changing mixing velocity or time.

Blending times

Optimizing mixing time calls for identifying the minimal time required for ingredients to dissolve and the most blending time earlier than product failure (eg., while viscosity starts off evolved to drop). For polymeric gels, particularly acrylic acid-based totally sorts, over-mixing, especially excessive shear, can smash down the polymer's shape. In an emulsion, over-mixing may additionally motive the product to split prematurely, ensuing in a drastic decline in viscosity.

Drift costs

Optimizing float charge involves determining the quantity of shear or throughput needed. as an example, a water-in oil emulsion might also require a slower addition velocity than a traditional, oil-in-water emulsion, and the glide rate have to be changed correctly. Care must be taken for any product the usage of a pump. Overhearing can arise if the formulation is pumped too quick. If pumping is simply too gradual, the system will revel in greater time in an in-line homogenizer, thus also exposing the system to extra shear.

Addition of Polymers and Gums

Addition of polymers (Carbomers) and gums (Xanthan) ought to be completed in a very managed manner if adding at once to batch. Likewise there are different alternate techniques of incorporation are: Educators along with Tri–Blenders and...
Quadro Ytron dispersers and guidance of slurry of polymers or gum in a medium of low or no solubility.

**Unit Operation for Semisolid gadget**

There are five-unit operations in manufacturing of semisolid dosage forms.

- mixing of liquid (table 3)
- blending of strong (table 4)
- mixing of semisolid (table 5)
- Dispersing (table 6)
- Milling and length discount of stable and semisolid (table 7)

**Process variables, properties affected by variables and monitoring output of mixing of liquids**

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process variables</th>
<th>Properties affected by variables</th>
<th>Monitoring output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity of unit</td>
<td>Particle size of solids</td>
<td>Potency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixing speed of unit</td>
<td>Blend uniformity</td>
<td>Particle size analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape and position of mixing elements within the unit</td>
<td></td>
<td>Content uniformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of addition of solids to unit mixing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process variables, residences tormented by variables and tracking output of blending and blending of solids**

Table 4
**Procedure variables, houses stricken by variables and tracking output of semisolid**

Table 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process variables</th>
<th>Properties affected by variables</th>
<th>Monitoring output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type and capacity of unit</td>
<td>Homogeneity</td>
<td>Potency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape of unit and position of mixing elements within the unit</td>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
<td>Content uniformity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product load</td>
<td>Viscosity</td>
<td>Viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agitation speed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Manner variables, residences affected by variables and monitoring output of dispersing**

Table 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process variables</th>
<th>Properties affected by variables</th>
<th>Monitoring output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore opening / power setting</td>
<td>Particle size of solids</td>
<td>Potency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure/ rotor speed/ power consumption</td>
<td>Viscosity of liquids</td>
<td>Particle size distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed rate</td>
<td></td>
<td>Viscosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td></td>
<td>Specific gravity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispersion time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of mixing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Procedure variables, residences stricken by variables and tracking output of milling and length discount of stable and semisolid**

Table 7

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process variables</th>
<th>Properties affected by variables</th>
<th>Monitoring output</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mill type</td>
<td>Particle size</td>
<td>Potency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill size</td>
<td>Bulk density</td>
<td>Particle size analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mill speed/ air pressure</td>
<td>rate of solid Dissolution</td>
<td>Density/ surface area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product load</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dissolution rate/ flow rate of solid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inert atmosphere</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion

It mile concluded that method validation is a step to assure the identity, energy, purity, safety and efficacy of pharmaceutical drug products, and it is the most commonplace word inside the drug development, manufacturing and specification of finished product. method validation is main requirement of cGMP's law for the technique efficiency. The multidisciplinary validation crew have to identify the product and technique characteristics that should be studied and include particular validation assessments to ensure that that product will meet all exceptional, production, and regulatory necessities. the overall software must start with validation of the energetic pharmaceutical aspect (API) characteristics so that this fabric might be uniform batch after batch, supplying a strong pillar below which the dosage form will be constructed. The parameters chosen must be applicable signs of a controlled system. persevered cognizance of validation necessities and a diligent utility of validation ideas will consequently assist to make certain that pharmaceutical merchandise may be able to be advanced and produced with the excellent and reproducibility required from regulatory agencies the world over.
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